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Chapter 3 
 

Multimodal Polyphony 
Analysis of a Flash Documentary 

 
 

Anders Fagerjord 
 
 
1. A Multimodal Web 
 
From alphabet to image? 
 
In his “Afterword” to the anthology The Future of the Book (1996), Umberto Eco 
revisits the age-old opposition between words and images to check its status in 
our computerised age. According to Eco, “[t]he main feature of a computer 
screen is that it hosts and displays more alphabetic letters than images. The new 
generation will be alphabetic and not image oriented” (297). Whether we believe 
Eco’s diagnosis is right or not, it is hard not to notice the abundance of images 
on the World Wide Web. It is simply full of photos, music, and video. Never 
before has it been easier for anyone to distribute an amateur film; never before 
has anyone had access to such a large number of images as the Web surfer may 
access with a Web browser. We must realise that the Web is incredibly full of 
both writing and images. 
 

We should probably also ask ourselves whether it is likely that the simple labels 
of “alphabetic” and “image oriented” will be sufficient to describe the 
communication practices of coming generations. Kress and van Leeuwen 
witnessed in Reading Images (1996) how Western culture over the last decades 
has become increasingly more visual. That does not mean that we are using 
images and not words, but that we more and more tend to combine writing and 
images. In fact, Eco’s own novel The Mysterious Flame of Queen Loana (2004) is a 
case in point, the book being illustrated throughout with examples of visuals the 
book’s protagonist Yambo encountered in his youth. The computer revolution 
has of course accelerated this development, but more importantly, it has given us 
media where we can combine the static modes of writing and still images with 
dynamic forms, such as recorded speech, music, sound effects, and moving 
images—what has become known as multimedia. 
 
With their later book Multimodal Discourse (2001), Kress and van Leeuwen 
opened up the research into these new multimedia forms, yet, their book focuses 
mostly on the many various modes we communicate through, and offers little 
new understanding of combinations of modes. If we wish to understand 
multimedia, we need to understand how of different modes are combined, and 
which effects result from these combinations.1 
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Expressive  practice 
 
In my view, to be competent in multimodal composition is to develop an 
understanding of which mode or modes will be effective for an author to express 
himself or herself. Such a competence is normally acquired through practice, and 
seems to be tacit (and described as “experience”, “instinct” or “gut feeling”) for 
most skilled authors (or designers, as they usually call themselves). To get on the 
inside of these communicative practices, we need to develop a vocabulary to 
discuss composition in simultaneous modes, and use this vocabulary to build 
theory. One obvious approach with long tradition in the arts and humanities is 
to develop such vocabularies and theories through close analysis of works. 
 
I believe that multimodal works necessarily will have to draw on the long 
traditions of print, visual arts, film making, radio, and television. To be able to 
communicate, it is of no use to make up a new language no one knows; new 
genres and works may slowly expand on known vocabularies and genres, but 
the basis has to be means of expression that the audience recognizes. I thus find 
it useful to view multimedia works as combinations of means of expression from 
earlier media, such as writing styles, rules of visual composition, and schools of 
film editing. 
 
Rhetorical convergence 
 
The tradition of rhetorics has always identified effective communication 
techniques that may be isolated and used by others. In line with this tradition, I 
have earlier used the broad term rhetorics for the various means of expression, 
and introduced the concept of rhetorical convergence to describe how rhetorics of 
different earlier media are combined in Web sites and other digital texts 
(Fagerjord 2003a, 2003b). 
 
This chapter is a close analysis of a Web site, in order to develop a vocabulary 
for describing and analysing multimodal works. We will be assisted by theories 
developed for different media and modes, such as visual culture, film studies, 
and musicology. My analysis will be inspired by rhetorics, in that we will 
identify ‘figures’, that is, means of expression that may be isolated and given a 
name.  
 
We will examine National Geographic’s Flash documentary “Sights and Sounds 
From the Way West,” and find that it is made up of different modes, such as 
writing, speech, music, sound effects, photography, painting, and camera 
movement. I will argue that the different modes form different voices that not 
only communicate on their own, but also work together in a melange that could 
be described meaningfully with musical terms such as homophony, dissonance, 
polyphony and accompaniment. 
 
 
2. Flash Documentaries 
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A Web genre 
 
I have tried to select a genre that is both quite typical of the Web, and still a bit 
removed from the genres we know from print media. I have selected a genre that 
is a rhetorical convergence of television, photography, radio, and regular Web 
sites: The “Flash documentary” is a true Web genre that became widespread in 
2000 and 2001. 
 
Using Macromedia’s Flash software, Web authors were able to create 
documentary films of still images and voice-over commentary, and distribute 
them as files small enough for Web download. These are narrated, timed slide 
shows, where still images are “made moving” by moving the frame in what 
cinematographers know as panning (a horizontal move), tilting (a vertical 
move), or zooming over the image.2 This technique is known from documentary 
film and television (most notably in Ken Burn’s historical documentaries). Liv 
Hausken (1998) calls this technique slide-motion film, a term we will adopt here.  
 
Combinations of modes 
 
Flash documentaries are one example of how the dynamic modes of speech, 
music and sound effects may be combined with the still modes of photography 
and painting. Furthermore, such documentaries are inserted (“embedded”) into 
written Web pages. They stand firmly in the middle between television, still 
photography and print, using rhetorical means of all three. 
 
Viewed from one perspective, this is little different from the combinations of 
image and language we know from print: a slide-motion film is a story in 
language and a collection of photos, put together into a text. 
 
From another perspective, it is very different, at least in three important ways: 
Language is read aloud, so we can listen and look at the same time; language is 
dynamic, and the photos projected one after another, so time and rhythm 
becomes a factor; and the frame moves, so new rhetorical possibilities arise, and 
we will identify a few of them.  
 
When I describe this kind of multimodality as “rhetorical convergence,” it is to 
stress that it is not sufficient to note that, for instance, images and sound are 
combined. We need to see what kinds of images and sounds that are combined to 
what effect. Images, speech, music, and sound effects all have been used in many 
different ways throught the years. If we agree to call these historical uses 
different “rhetorics,” we could also see that what is combined is not merely 
different media or modes, but different rhetorics. 
 
 
3. Slide-Motion Film: The Way West 
 
National Geographic 
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The Flash documentary we are going to examine in this chapter is made by the 
National Geographic Society, using photos taken on an assignment for the 
National Geographic Magazine.  
 
The Society’s publications have been famous for its high-quality photography 
ever since the publishing in 1905 of eleven pages with photos from Tibet (Lutz 
and Collins 1993: 31). Always embracing new technologies, the Society has 
maintained an extensive Web presence since 1996. Every month since 
September 2000, Nationalgeographic.com has published a new slide-motion film 
under the title “Sights and Sounds,” all made following a rather strict template. 
Born out of bandwidth concerns, the “Sights and Sounds” series is a true Web 
compromise, using still images (to save bandwidth), but presenting them in a 
television format (borrowing television rhetoric). It is also typical of how Web 
media are used as supplements to traditional media: As the Web has virtually no 
limits to the amount of material that may be published, Web sites of magazines 
or a broadcasting stations are routinely used to offer material that did not fit into 
the pages or minutes available. In its “Sights and Sounds” series, The National 
Geographic Society makes use of some of the thousands of photos taken on each 
assignment, but not included in the Magazine. 
 
Selected ‘webumentary’ 
 
Our example will be the first film in the “Sights and Sounds” series: “Sights and 
Sounds of The Way West” from September 2000. Not only the first, this film 
was also longer and experimenting with a larger number of effects than most of 
the later films. It is an on-line addition to the article “The Way West” in the 
September 2000 issue of National Geographic Magazine, commemorating the more 
than 200 000 people who travelled in covered wagons the perilous four-month 
journey from the Missouri river to California in the middle of the nineteenth 
century. 
 
In the film, photographer Jim Richardson explains in voice-over the route the 
settlers followed. Combined with Richardson’s narration is a large number of 
quotes from diaries of the emigrants themselves, read by other voices. Thes 
excerpts from the diaries are combined into a description of the whole trail in 
what Gérard Genette (1980) called the iterative, recounting once in discourse 
what happened many times in (hi)story. Thirty-five photos and five 
watercolours are timed to the narration. The film is divided into five sections 
that can be accessed out of order by the reader from the links under the picture 
pane, each of the five beginning with a section of a map of the journey. If the 
reader does not interrupt the playback, the film runs for some twenty minutes 
(or longer if narrow bandwidth causes pauses while a part downloads). 
 
The interplay of modes 
 
We will analyse “The Way West” to see how different modes interplay into a 
multimodal text. Which modes are used in this film, then? Writing, images 
(photography and watercolor), speech, music, and sound effects. In addition, I 
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will argue that the moving frame and the timed projection also adds meaning, 
and might be considered as separate modes in this film.   
 

 

 

Figure 1: Screenshot of the Flash documentary “Sights and Sounds of the Way West”. 
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/ngm/0009/feature2/ 

 
Writing 
 
There is not much alphabetic writing in “The Way West,” but it serves important 
functions: The film begins with a written introduction, and the links to different 
chapters are written below the film pane on the page. 
 

“The Way West” requires that a fairly large Flash file be downloaded before one 
can start watching. To cover the download time, the authors have taken 
advantage of the fact that writing loads faster than recorded sound and colour 
photographs. While data still is downloaded, an animated title sequence appears 
first, and then a written introduction to the film fades in, three lines at a time. 
This “splash sequence” as it is called in industry lingo cleverly fills the download 
time with interest, and at the same time the animated writing makes a smooth 
transition from static text to the moving images that are to follow. 
 
Static writing is also chosen for the links to the film’s five chapters, for obvious 
reasons. As the links are always present, the static mode of writing is more 
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effective that a sound loop would be. (Static images could have been used, but 
might clash visually with the photographs. It is also generally more difficult to 
explain links with images than with words.) 
 
Making the Still Move 
 
Photographs and narration carries most of the message in “The Way West.” The 
photographs follow an aesthetic we might call “beautiful nature,” influenced by 
the tradition of realistic painting. In framing and composition, the photographs 
tend to follow the examples set up by Western art. Among the practices followed 
are dividing the image in three equal horizontal and vertical bands (or using the 
golden section), taking care of the balance of the volumes, and letting lines 
(planes) have a harmonious and balanced flow. Important in achieving this is to 
avoid clutter in the photo by framing out elements that do not fit the 
composition. A sense of depth is achieved by showing recognisable elements 
separated and at different distances from the spectator, or by showing 
continuous lines disappearing in the horizon. 
 
Along with the modern photographs, five watercolorsmade by one settler, 
William Henry Jackson, are included as documents of the time. A few maps are 
also used. 
 
In a slide-motion film, still images are given dynamic qualities and turned into 
something resembling video. I will argue that the moving frame adds more levels 
of meaning to the images, as it changes the composition of each image, directs 
the reader’s eye in reading, and gives the still images. 
 
When the frame begins to move, it changes the composition of the images. 35mm 
film has a format of 3:2, and most of the pictures in National Geographic Magazine 
are printed in this format. In the online slide-motion film, the movie pane is a 
fixed 9:5 format, which all the images have to fit in, including Jackson’s 
watercolors (which most likely have other formats originally). To fit, the images 
are either cropped, or the frame moves over the image, always blocking out a 
part. Thus, the original composition is dissolved, and a series of new ones put in 
its place. Thirteen of the thirty-five photographs are never shown in full frame, 
as the moving frame always frames part of the image out. 
 
This autumn river scene, for example, is presented with a tilt motion, first 
showing the trees, then the river, finally revealing the white-water in the 
foreground.  
 
 

   

Figure 2: Camera movement over a still image 
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Below, I have reassembled the image from screenshots to indicate its original 
composition. The more complete image gives a different impact as a more 
balanced whole, establishing the rocks, the trees, and the background at three 
distinct distances, given a third of the frame each. This unity is lost under a 
moving frame; the tilting instead causes the image to be perceived as assembled 
of parts.  
 
 

 

Figure 3: The still image reassembled. 

        

The frame moves in most of the images, either as a slow pan or tilt, zooming in 
or out, or in a combination by first panning in one direction, then changing the 
direction and zooming out while panning. These movements direct our gaze, and 
gives the image a preferred reading. We can identify the four figures examining, 
revealing, pointing, and contextualising. 
 
Examining is when the frame moves slowly over the image. The movement shows 
the detail of the image to the reader, as in the autumn river scene above. 
 
Revealing is when an examining move reveals something important that was 
hidden at first. In this panoramic image (presumably of the South Pass), for 
example, a panning frame leads us to examine the horizon in a certain direction. 
When this suddenly reveals deep trails in the grass plain to the right of the 
panorama, our understanding of the scene is simultaneously altered. While the 
possibility to view the trails as part of the whole scene is blocked (or left to our 
memory), a proto-narrative3 quality of surprise is inserted instead. The revealed 
item makes us rethink the whole scene in retrospect. 
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Figure 4: As the camera moves right, tracks are revealed. 

 

Pointing is to zoom in on a detail in an image, literally pointing it out to the 
reader. It is a rare figure in “The Way West,” most typically used in two of the 
watercolours, where a large canvas is shown at first, and then the frame zooms 
in on a detail, pointing it out to us: a settler chiselling his name into a rock in one 
picture, gold-diggers by the river in another. 
 
 

   
 

Figure 5: Pointing: The camera points out a detail in the image. 

 

At the beginning of each part of “The Way West,” a map with animated features 
is shown to help the reader orient him– or herself. Instead of zooming, these 
maps use animation to lead the eye in a pointing manner. All names of places 
appear large, and then shrink while they move to their proper position on the 
map, giving an impression of hovering over the map and then flying down to 
land where they belong. Note how the names “Courthouse Rock” and “Chimney 
Rock” are lowered onto the map. The effect is similar to a zoom: as we follow the 
“descending” words, we focus on a certain detail in the map (not unlike the iris 
used in cinema before zoom lenses became available). 
 
 

   
 

Figure 6: Names “fall down” onto the map. 

 
These devices are effective for pointing to the illustrative features of the map, 
but at the same time, one of the main functions of maps are taken away. Maps 
are most powerful when they provide both detail and overview in one image, 
what Edward Tufte calls a micro/macro view in his treatment of maps. 
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Micro/macro views allow the reader to see how details relate to a whole. This 
requires some time, as the eye scans the image back and forth in a criss-crossing 
manner. When a map is put under the dynamic movement of a television 
sequence, this way of reading is hindered, and with the panning and 
demonstrative animation, it is almost completely blocked. What is easy to see in 
the case of maps is what happens in all the images. Normally, we read still 
images by moving our gaze in several directions over the image, back and forth, 
lead both by the motive and the composition, relating details to the whole 
(Gandelman; Kress and van Leeuwen; Tufte). As the moving frame (or moving 
detail in the case of maps) catches and leads the eye, certain details and their 
relations to the whole are pointed out at the expense of others. Thus all the 
figures – examining, revealing, and pointing – are demonstrative figures. As is 
the fourth, contextualising.  
 
Contextualising is the opposite of pointing: to zoom out from a detail in a picture 
to the whole scene, thus relating the detail to the whole of which it is a part. Like 
pointing, it is the use of one image to illustrate two aspects after each other: both 
overview and detail. 
  
These four figures could probably be combined in many ways, but in “The Way 
West” there is one combination which is dominating: first examining the image 
in a horizontal pan, then tilting the camera diagonally while zooming out, 
making the frame drawing a figure-Z over the image. In other words, first 
examining the interior of the image before stepping back to view the interior in 
the context of the whole. It seems to be more effective in images where there 
isn’t one telling detail to be contextualised.4 
 

   
 

Figure 7: Figure-Z camera movement. 

 

I have presented these figures as figures of the moving frame only. In “The Way 
West,” they are paired with sound, music, and voice-over narration, and it 
stands to reason that the demonstrative devices often will harmonize with the 
narration, thus pointing out or revealing something that is described in language. 
Even without language, however, the movement figures would impose a certain 
preferred reading on an image, which is why I have presented them as figures of 
movement alone. In addition, we should consider a couple of quite specific 
combination of moving frame and voice-over narration causing specific effects, 
which we will call directing and projection. 
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Voice-over: At Guernsey, Wyoming, the wheels were cutting deep… Voice-over: …into the rock, 
just as the experience was cutting deep into the personalities of the pioneers. 

 

Figure 8: Voice directing the image. 

 
In figure 8, the moving frame reveals the deep wagon trail in the rock only after 
the voice-over has told about it, which gives the effect of the language 
commanding or directing the frame’s movement. 
 
The directing figure is also used in a more poetic manner. The story of a 
company of settlers crossing a desert is illustrated with a photograph of a flat 
desert land under a blazing sun. As the voice-over what a young mother wrote in 
her diary about crossing the desert, the frame zooms in on the sun, thus 
illustrating the feelings and perils of the family, inviting us to empathise with the 
settlers. We may call this projection, when a person’s inner feelings are projected 
onto a landscape photograph. 
 
 

 
(Male voice-over:) […] but most disastrously, they followed the 

“Hastings Cutoff” onto the Salt Lake Desert. (Female voice-over:) 
“Mother knelt down… 
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...and began thoughtfully fitting the ragged edges of paper 

together. The writing was that of Hastings and her patchwork 
brought out following... 

 

 
...words: ”Two days. Two nights. Hard driving. Across desert. 

Reached water.” Eliza Donner.” 
 

Figure 9: Projection of thoughts and emotions onto a landscape 

 
 
 

Directing and projection are about the combination of sound and vision, language 
and image. These combinations give many other effects, which we will discuss 
more systematically below. Before that, we should note the effects of time and 
rhythm in the film. 
 
Time 
 
A sound track is dynamic and moves in time, so adding a sound track also lends 
dynamic qualities to the presentation. Coordinated with the rhythm of the image 
projection, it heightens the sense of images existing in a dynamic time, a time 
that is running. We become aware the span of each image. To read an illustrated 
essay is to let the eye go back and forth between image and text, as one cannot 
read the text and view the image at the same time. When sound is added to an 
image collection, we move into the rhetoric of film and broadcast media. Not just 
because it is sound, but also because language becomes timed. No longer is the 
reader free to pause from the text and dwell at the details of the photograph. The 
reader doesn’t have to move back and forth between image and text, and cannot 
either.  
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When image projection is tied to a verbal commentary, the images tend to 
become subordinate to language. In order to see an image for as long as we like, 
to dwell at details, we would have to pause the soundtrack, which is to destroy it 
(this can’t be done in the first “Sights and Sounds” instalments, including “The 
Way West”). When we start the narration again, it will most likely begin in mid-
sentence, and the flow is interrupted. 
 
More importantly, the use of sound effects adds a sense of reality. The sound of 
hoofs and wooden wheels are paired with the image of old wagon trails or old 
paintings of covered wagons. Images of snow-covered mountains are 
accompanied by the sound of wind. Together with an image of a waterfall, we 
hear the sound of one. In the photograph, the water is airily frozen as a soft veil, 
using a long exposure. When the sound is added, the water becomes alive and 
moving again to my imagination. Liv Hausken noted the same in her study of a 
selection of fiction slide-motion films, that the addition of sound to freeze frames 
made the viewer perceive the images less as frozen slices of a time past, and 
more as a section of the dynamic space “behind the image,” the space we can 
hear the sounds from, with its own, continuous diegetic time (1998:148–52; 160). 
Sound effects may also anchor both the image and the language, serving as a 
bridge or mediator between the two. In one place, a landscape with majestic 
rock formations in fog is paired with the sound of rain, while the narrator reads 
a description of the landscape formed “by wind and rain.” Without the rain 
sound, both the wetness of the landscape and the mentioning of rain erosion 
might have passed unnoticed to me when watching the film.  
 
In addition to sound effects, language of course makes complex relations with 
the images, which we will return to below. 
 
Projecting images one after another adds rhythm to a collection of pictures. 
There is no pause button in “The Way West,” so the reader has no alternative 
but to follow the pace of the projection. When we encounter the extremes in 
pace of “The Way West,” rhythm becomes noticeable as a device of its own. At 
the end of the introduction of “The Way West,” the photographs shift too fast 
for us to study each one of them, they are instead taken together as a montage 
whole. This fits the narration nicely, as the photographer-narrator here speaks 
about his travels across half of the United States, and the diversity of landscapes 
he saw. In the fast-paced rhythm of the projection, the images become a 
summary of the travel route across half of America. (The same figure is mirrored 
at the end of the slide-motion film, again acting as a summary.) 
 
The other extreme is when the frame pans over certain images and then pauses 
for a noticeable period of time. At these moments the viewer is taken out of the 
flow of television documentary rhetoric, and allowed to view a photograph more 
like in a print magazine or a gallery. The viewer is invited to become more active 
in reading the image and at the same time more contemplative. At one point, the 
pause also gives an almost musical effect. The story is about the death of one 
settler, and when the narrator then pauses respectfully, so does the images, 
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underscoring the thoughtfulness the scene invites. Such pauses establish “The 
Way West” as placed in a middle position between still photography and 
television. 
 
 
4. Putting it together: Language and Image 
 
Two levels 
 
We noted above the ability of the voice-over narration to direct frame 
movement. This is of course not the only relation between image and language in 
a slide-motion film. To understand this relationship in “The Way West” and 
other films in National Geographic’s “Sights and Sounds” series, we need to look 
at this at two levels: each separate image’s relation to the narration, and the 
syntagma of images and sentences: the textual level. We will begin at the textual 
level. 
 
Illustrated radio 
 
“The Way West” may perhaps best be described as “illustrated radio.” Without 
the images, the story told by the narrator would still seem complete, while the 
sequence of images, although still pretty, would loose its coherence without the 
narration. Natural languages have grammars that ensure flow within sentences. 
Linguist and social semiotics theorist M.A.K. Halliday explains the coherence in 
language “texts” of several clauses as caused by the clauses containing the same 
subjects and objects (reference) or common words (lexical organisation), words 
that are implied (ellipsis) or words that bind clauses together (conjunction) (1985: 
287–318). Narration in “The Way West” not only has this kind of cohesion, it 
also tells a story where codes such as chronology and characters ensure 
cohesion, flow and direction of the text (as Roland Barthes noticed in S/Z). 
Thus there are many codes that bind the narration together, while there are few 
such cohesive devices in the image sequence. 
 
Certainly, an image sequence may be coherent, using many of the same cohesive 
codes as language (shared characters, places, activities, et cetera). Many books 
for small children tell stories in images only. In “The Way West,” however, this 
is not the case. 
 
Since the language is coherent, the images less so, the resulting appearance to 
the reader is that the language orders the images, which are there to illustrate 
and embellish the story. 
 
Image and Writing 
 
According to Roland Barthes in “The Rhetoric of the Image” (1977b), there will 
always be words inside or next to an image that assists us in our interpretation. 
Barthes lists several kinds of possible relations between words and images; in 
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“The Rhetoric of the Image,” he discerns between anchorage and relay. Images are 
always polysemous, and anchorage is to use language to  
 

fix the floating chain of signifieds in such a way as to counter the terror of uncertain 
signs. […] At the level of the literal message, the text replies – in a more or less direct, 
more or less partial manner – to the question: what is it? (Barthes 1977b: 39, emphasis in 
original)  

 

Relay is when  
 

text (most often a snatch of dialogue) and image stand in a complementary relationship; 
the words, in the same way as the images, are fragments of a more general syntagm and 
the unity of the message is realized at a higher level, that of the story, the anecdote, the 
diegesis. (Barthes 1977b: 41)  

 

I have already used the word illustration twice in describing “The Way West.” 
How is illustration related to Barthes’ concept of anchoring, which we 
discussed above? Barthes defined anchoring in “The Rhetoric of the Image” of 
1964 (Barthes 1977b). In the earlier essay “The Photographic Message” 
(Barthes 1977a), however, Barthes also speaks of illustration, a language/image 
relationship that has disappeared in “The Rhetoric of the Image.” Illustration 
runs in the opposite direction of anchorage: “the image function[s] as an episodic 
return to denotation from a principal message (the text) which was experienced 
as connoted since, precisely, it needed an illustration […]” (Barthes 1977a: 25). 
Why is this left out in “Rhetoric”? Perhaps Barthes came to the conclusion that 
the image always is polysemous, and thus cannot limit or reduce the possible 
meanings of language. But is language in principle more denoted? Is there in this 
world a sentence that only has one possible meaning, and no connotation? It 
seems to me (and the reading of “The Way West” will soon support this) that 
image and language always are in relay, each limiting each other’s polysemy by 
giving priority to the field of possible meanings that is common to both 
messages. This balance may lean towards the meanings in the linguistic message, 
in which case we could call it anchorage, or it may lean towards the meanings of 
the image, deserving the name illustration.5  
 
At the same time, it appears to me that the reading sequence most of the time 
will go in the opposite direction: from the polysemous message to the limiting, 
assisting message. In the case of illustration, from a text to an image that assists 
the text, then back again to the text. Anchorage moves opposite: from an image 
to its caption, then back again to the image. Relay would then be the middle 
position between the two, when image and words are interdependent, and there 
is no privileged reading sequence, but instead images and words are taken in 
together.  
 
As a whole, “The Way West” is a text told mostly in words, images added, 
together with sound effects and occasional music. Its relation between language 
and image is best described as illustration. If we are to classify each single image, 
however, we will find a variety of forms. 
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5. Local Relations 
 
Matters of sequence 
 
In “The Way West,” it is often impossible to decide whether the image illustrates 
the narration or the narration anchors the image. In many cases, it seems to be 
merely a matter of sequence. If a new subject first is mentioned in the narration 
before the image appears, it functions as an illustration. A field of meanings 
opened, then the image shows it, and limits my visual imagination. Instead of 
wondering what something looks like, I can see it. When the image appears first, 
it will often produce exactly the question in me that Barthes told was what 
anchorage answered: “what is it.” So it appears that anchorage and illustration 
most of all is about sequence. Still, when an image appears after the linguistic 
message, often the reason why I do not wonder what it is of is the fact that it is 
pre-anchored in the announcement of the theme. Further, most of the images in 
“The Way West” (thirty-one of a total forty-five) are landscape photographs, 
paired with a voice-over story about a journey. Landscape photography always 
raises an implicit question: “where is it?,” while a travelogue will make one 
wonder “what does it look like?.” It is a circular relation: the image illustrates the 
very linguistic images that anchors it. 
 
Homophonic 
 
Rather than trying to pinpoint which is denoting, language or image, we may 
look to music theory for inspiration. Musicology has a well-developed 
terminology for multiple voices unfolding simultaneously over time, and we will 
apply some of its terms. When image and language has much of the same 
message (and in the first case, also the sound track), they reinforce each other, 
illustrating and anchoring, and we will call it homophonic. Two examples are 
given below. 
 

 

 
(Rain sound) 

Voice-over: The action of the wind and the rain upon the soft 
marley formation of the country presents some of the most 

curious and interesting objects, which seen in the distance are 
remarkable imitations of magnificent works of art, partially in 

ruins. J. Quinthorne, 1846. 
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Voice-over: At the end of the 40-mile desert, they ran into sand 
dunes. “The heat of the day increased, and the road became 

heavy with deep sand. The dead animals seemed to become at 
every step of the way more numerous. They lay so thick on the 
ground, that their carcasses, if placed together,  would  have 
reached across many miles of that desert. The stench arising 
was continuous and terrible.” Margaret Frank, August 1850. 

 

Figure 10: Two examples of homophonic word-image relationship. 

 
 
Polyphonic relay 
 
In our vocabulary, the relationship Barthes called relay would be a polyphonic 
relationship; when image and language each contributes with something not in 
the other. There are no examples of polyphonic combinations of language and 
image in “The Way West.” Barthes own example may be used, however; that of 
narrative movies, where the dialogue refers to something that is shown in 
images, but not mentioned specifically by any of the characters. Thus, image and 
language are equal parts of the message. 
 
Some of the stranger alignments of image and language in “Sights and Sounds” 
slide-motion films can be attributed to another figure of television rhetoric; what 
we could call an “image imperative.” On television there always has to be 
images. A blank screen is a sign of failure, an error in the broadcasting system. 
Even when no program is on, then, many television stations broadcast an image 
just to show that everything is in order. The demand for images is perhaps most 
obviously revealed in traditional news broadcasts, in which the studio host is 
shown reading much of the time. This form is inherited from radio, where it is 
proven through the years to work very well without any pictures. Modern 
newscasts of course also broadcast a large amount of news footage, but it is very 
rare that all the images shown can be said to have any extra information beyond 
what is spoken. Most financial news stories, for example, are illustrated with 
exterior shots of office buildings and interior shots from factory lines, very often 
working without any other relation to the story than a visible company logo. 
Stories have to be illustrated, that is the demand put on television rhetoric, so 
journalists and photographers always have to search for suitable imagery. 
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Accompaniment 
 
The same demand enters in narrated slideshows. When the story is written 
independently of a prior selection of images, images are sought to accompany the 
words. As soon as shifting images are introduced, a blank screen is not an 
option. This often makes the relationship we might call accompaniment. Several 
places in “The Way West,” the image contributes little more than filling the 
pane. It does not contrast with the linguistic message, but it is hard to find any 
illustration or anchoring either. The image is a mere embellishment, an 
accompaniment to the leading (in this case linguistic) voice. 
 

 

 
Voice-over: South pass was the continental divide, 

the highest part of the Rockies… 
 

 

Voice-over:  …“Passed the South Pass, the back 
bone of North America.  I got out the Star Sprangled 

banner, and planted it on the south pass… 
 

 

Voice-over: …A breeze waved it. Our folks came 
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around it, and passed a cheerful evening, fiddling, 
singing and dancing.” Peter Decker, June 1849. 

 

Figure 11: Image as accompaniment. 

 
 
We may very well ask how likely it is that language will play a soft 
accompaniment to a leading image. It would have to be a strong image with just 
a fleeting, casual comment (“Oh, that’s a nice one!”). It does not happen in any 
slide-motion film I have seen on the Web. 
 
Consonant & dissonant relations 
 
All three relations we have sketched – homophony, polyphony, and 
accompaniment – are what we could call harmonious, or consonant; language and 
image do not contradict each other. 
 
When they do contradict each other, we will call it dissonant, as in the following 
example from “The Way West” (Fig. 12). In the example below, three routes are 
listed in the narration while five are drawn on the map. The narrator speaks of 
an “Applegate trail” which is not among the five drawn, and all the five run 
down to the Forty-Mile Desert, the only name that is found both on the map and 
in the narration. 
 
 

 

Voice-over: There is in Wyoming a place called “The Parting 
of the Ways,” but there were many such partings as pioneer 

parties split up to take different trails depending on their 
condition and on the year. We’re going to take you on three 

of them… 
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One called the Hastings Cutoff down across the Salt Lake 
Desert, another called  the Applegate trail across the Black 

Rock Desert in Northwest Nevada. 
 

 
…And a third route down the Humbolt river to the Forty-Mile 

Desert. […] 
 

Figure 12: Image and words do not make sense together, so the image becomes accompaniment. 

 
 
The map is drawn too quickly to assist anyone not very familiar with the 
geography and history, so I guess most readers just forget about the map and 
listen to the narrator.  
 

To find an example of dissonance with a photograph, I had to turn to another 
instalment in the “Sights and Sounds” series, “Sights and Sounds from the New 
Europe” of January 2002. In “The New Europe,” many pictures illustrate the 
narration, but some form strange contrasts (Fig. 13).  
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Voice-over: Hi. I’m Tom Reed. Last spring… 

 

 

…the great photographer Stuart Franklin and I travelled all over Europe… 
 

 

…in a huge black BMW we had, looking at a phenomenon… 
 

 

Voice-over: …we are calling ‘the new Europe’. 
 

Figure 13: Dissonance between word and image in “Sights and Sounds of the New Europe”;  
http://magma.nationalgeographic.com/ngm/data/2002/01/01/sights_n_sounds/media.1.1.html 
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Dissonance occurs when the narrator tells how he and a photographer drove a 
“huge black BMW,” and a photo of factory workers assembling a small sports 
car is shown, and especially when “the great photographer Stuart Franklin” is 
paired with a shot of a woman feeding goats! So obviously do the two tracks not 
match that we become aware of it. In the first frame, narrator Tom Reed’s 
portrait is pasted in the corner, and thus avoids the danger of identifying one of 
the men in the background photo of a church with him. The church has very 
little to do with mr. Reed, however, as little as the fourth picture is an image of 
the “new Europe” rather than an anonymous city street. Where pictures two and 
four are dissonant to the narration, images one and four are too anonymous to be 
noticed, they become what we called accompaniment above. I have to select what 
to focus my attention on, as there are two competing messages. Invariably I 
choose the language, most of all because it is the coherent, dominating story, but 
also because the images are so quickly paced that I never get to dwell at them in 
my own rhythm.   
 
What is considered dissonant is probably a matter of culture and convention. 
Some might for instance immediately recognise the photo of the elderly woman 
as a great photograph, thus being totally consonant with the narration. 
Connotations – to language and image alike – are never universally shared, and 
the consonance or dissonance occurs between the two messages’ connotational 
fields. It is still in line with (consonant with) the musical metaphor, as 
dissonance and consonance also are historically and culturally situated. What is 
a beautiful chord to a jazz fan may not be beautiful to a country and western 
devotee, and while parallel thirds were considered ugly in the Middle Ages, they 
are a romantic cliché today. 
 
 
6. Multimodal Polyphony 
 
Continuty alliance 
 
“The Way West” is a multimodal text, a mix of several modes working together 
to create meaning for the audience. We have seen how writing only plays a 
minor part in this Website, instead, the message is brought across mainly by 
spoken language and photography. Sound effects, music, watercolor paintings 
and maps also contribute, but their shares in the final message are much smaller. 
I have also argued that the moving frame and the timed projection adds meaning 
to the text, and thus should be seen as additional modes present in the text. A 
slide-motion film requires more constant attention to its text than static texts do, 
but at the same time offers more to attend to. It caters for hearing as well as 
sight, language as well as iconic images and sounds. The language, the narrative, 
the camera movement, dissolves and fades between images and sound that 
continues across image shifts all function as cohesive in bringing the text 
together as a unified, engaging flow, what Hausken (1998) has called the 
“continuity alliance.” 
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We have studied how the relations between the messages in the different modes 
vary throughout the text, resulting in many different local relations. Still, the 
overall effect is that one mode, speech, is the most important, and the other 
modes either support this voice, or at least are relatively neutral. 
 
This neutral, non-interfering role, I have called accompaniment, and I found that 
this and other musical concepts such as homphony, polyphony, consonance, and 
dissonance were useful to describe “The Way West.” Hopefully, this vocabulary 
can also be helpful in describing other mulitmodal texts, texts made up of many 
simultaneous “tracks” of meaning. 
 
Consonant combinations 
 
Word and image are still competing for our attention in the digital age, but if 
current Web sites are in any way similar to popular genres in the future, it does 
not seem that coming generations will be “alphabetic” or “image oriented.” 
Almost everyday authors of blogs, journals, Web sites, newsletters or invitations 
find it very natural to use both writing and images, and many will probably 
incorporate sound and movement too.  
 
I belive this simple analysis of a web site with few artistic ambitions has shown 
that in multimodality one and one is often much more than two. Complex 
meanings and conflicting voices frequently occur when several modes are 
combined in a dynamic text. The skills needed in a multimodal age is probably 
less the ability to select one mode or the other, but to combine modes in a 
consonant manner, so music does not drown out the words, the words do not 
contradict the images, and the “look and feel” of the design harmonizes with the 
message. ” 
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Notes  
 
1 In fact, it it very hard to think of any kind of communication that does not use 
several modes at once. Even when talking, we make gestures and face 
expressions, and add layers of meaning through speech melody. As long as man 
has written, he has also drawn images on the same surface. Paradoxically, it 
might be that communication through relatively modern media such as printed 
novels, telephone conversations and recorded instrumental music are the best 
examples of monomodal communication.  
2 Technically speaking, these are not pans or tilts, but shots where the camera 
moves horizontally or vertically (“tracking” and “crane” shots) over the still 
image. In true pans and tilts, the camera is mounted on a fixed point, so the 
perspective changes as the camera moves. In this chapter, I use the imprecise, 
but shorter terms pan and tilt for horizontal and vertical movements of the 
frame.  
3 

 
Compare with how Edward Branigan believe we comprehend narrative. To 

Branigan (26 ff.), a narrative is held together by a causal logic, a logic the reader 
constantly is trying to reveal. New developments will make the reader 
understand the meaning and importance of earlier events. Revealing could thus 
often be called a narrativising or a narration of an image.  
4 

 
A watercolour was chosen here as the most extreme, and thus illustrative 

example. The figure is also used on many photographs in the feature.  
5  Scott McCloud voices a similar position when he in Understanding Comics (153–
60) discusses different relations of words and image in comic strips.  
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